
Character Battles!

Goku VS Superman
Darth Vadar VS Yoda
Darth Vadar VS Vegetta 
Batman VS Superman
Captain America VS Iron Man

Have you ever been watching a movie and thought, "I wonder if this character was to battle that
character, who would win?" The aim of this activity is to choose two characters and battle them
against each other! You can pick two good characters, two bad characters or one of each. Make a
list of their preferred weapons and their strengths and weaknesses. This is a fun activity to do
with another person because then you can have a debate on who would win! 
See my example below. I had Harry Potter battling Luke Skywalker! Who do you think wins? 
Here are some examples to get you started. 
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The Hulk VS Thanos
Captain Marvel VS Harley Quinn
Wonder Woman VS Bellatrix Lestrange
Cruella De Vil VS Ursula
Elsa VS Rapunzel 
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Harry's weapon of choice - Phoenix feather core wand.
Luke's weapon of choice - lightsaber

Harry: trademark attack is the disarming charm –Expelliarmus! But can he disarm Luke’s
lightsaber? 
Harry is also good with other charms. He can summon objects with accio.    
Harry flies very well on a broom. So he could fly around Luke or fly away.    
Harry can apparate. He could apparate behind Luke for a surprise attack or apparate and
run away.     
Harry has an Invisibility cloak so he could hide or sneak around Luke. 
Luke studied to be a Jedi and learnt quickly. He fights very well with his lightsaber. A
lightsaber is pretty much indestructible. He could destroy Harry’s wand.      
Luke can use The Force to help him in battle. He can take energy from his surroundings
when he gets tired from the battle.
Luke can use The Force and influence Harry’s thoughts.      
Luke can move things with his mind using The Force. He can remove Harry’s wand.

Who would win in a fight? Harry Potter, the boy who lived VS Luke Skywalker, a Jedi
master?

Let the battle begin!      

WHO WINS??
 Luke wins! Magic doesn’t stand up to a lightsaber and The Force. Unless Harry flies away....
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